We are concerned with the numerical solution of a unified first order hyperbolic formulation of continuum mechanics that goes back to the work of Godunov, Peshkov and Romenski [54, 57, 82] (GPR model) and which is an extension of nonlinear hyperelasticity that is able to describe simultaneously nonlinear elasto-plastic solids at large strain, as well as viscous and ideal fluids. The proposed governing PDE system also contains the effect of heat conduction and can be shown to be symmetric and thermodynamically compatible, as it obeys the first and second law of thermodynamics.
Introduction
Nonlinear solid mechanics with large deformations and material failure is of fundamental importance in mechanical and civil engineering for the computation and design of structures under dynamic loads. Particularly relevant for engineering applications are crack formation in intact materials and the phenomenon of material fatigue. Also in geophysics nonlinear large deformation solid mechanics is relevant for the description of dynamic rupture processes in earthquakes. One major difficulty in numerical modeling of crack propagation is the introduction of strong discontinuities in the displacement field in the vicinity of the crack. Numerical methods which require the discontinuities to be exactly resolved by the mesh generally require the geometry of the fractures to be predefined and thus typically only permit small deformations. Alternative methods which allow representing discontinuities at the sub-element level, such as the eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) [75] , introduce singularities when an interface intersects a cell vertex, and can become difficult to implement in an efficient manner in 3D.
While solid mechanics is usually formulated more naturally in Lagrangian coordinates, it was shown in [55] that a mathematical formulation of solid mechanics is also possible in Eulerian coordinates. This formulation was put in the more general mathematical framework of symmetric hyperbolic and thermodynamically compatible (SHTC) systems in Godunov-type form [52] in a series of papers [53, 91, 56, 57] . Similar hyperelastic models were also used later in [9, 10, 6, 82, 39, 28, 1, 67, 66] , including strain hardening and plastic deformations. In order to model complex geometries, diffuse interface methods can be employed, where a scalar volume fraction represents the occupation of each control volume by the solid material. The most important contributions concerning diffuse interface models for the description of compressible hyperelastic multi-material flows have been made in a series of papers by Favrie and Gavrilyuk and collaborators, see [50, 48, 47, 78, 79, 8] .
The main objectives of this paper are to show that nonlinear elasto-plastic material behaviour under large strains with material damage can be described via nonlinear hyperelasticity [55] and the framework of SHTC systems in Godunov form [52, 91, 83] and that the resulting governing PDE system can be robustly solved with high order accurate discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element schemes. For this purpose we first present an extended diffuse interface version of the Godunov-Peshkov-Romenski (GPR) model of continuum mechanics [82, 39, 106, 81] that includes an additional evolution equation for a scalar material damage parameter ξ, where ξ = 0 indicates the fully intact material, while ξ = 1 represents a fully damaged material. The dynamics of the material damage is driven by a reaction-type source term, that depends on the ratio of equivalent stress to yield stress. This idea goes back to [88, 92, 87] , where the dynamics of failure waves was discussed in the context of hyperelasticity. To account for nonlinear elasto-plastic materials, the GPR model includes a strain relaxation mechanism, see [82, 39] . We also suggest some simple mixture rules for the computation of the Lamé constants and the strain relaxation time scale of the material as a function of the damage parameter ξ. An anisotropic thermodynamically consistent damage model based on the hyperelastic Godunov-Romenski approach has already been proposed in [7] . In [7] a damage deformation gradient was introduced in addition to an elastic and a plastic deformation gradient.
The numerical methods employed in this paper essentially rely on the framework of Godunovtype finite volume schemes, see e.g. [51, 60, 46, 104, 90, 108, 59, 101, 105, 103] , which are then used as a posteriori subcell limiter [44, 95, 96] of a high order discontinuous Galerkin finite element method [26, 25, 24, 27] on space-time adaptive Cartesian AMR meshes [15, 13, 12, 11, 14, 112] . The concept of a posteriori limiting was introduced in a series of papers by Clain and Loubère and coworkers in [23, 29, 30, 70] and relies on the a posteriori detection of troubled cells and subsequent local order reduction of the scheme, in order to ensure essentially non-oscillatory behaviour and positivity of the numerical solution. For more details, the reader is referred to the above references. To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first time that high order discontinuous Galerkin finite element schemes are applied to a nonlinear hyperelastic model of elasto-plastic media with material failure and diffuse interface representation of the geometry of the medium.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce and discuss the underlying mathematical model. In Section 3 we present the numerical method employed in this paper to solve the governing partial differential equations. Our approach is based on high order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element schemes with a posteriori subcell finite volume limiting on space-time adaptive meshes (AMR). In order to deal with the very stiff reaction source terms in the evolution equation of the damage parameter, an accurate and efficient ODE solver based on exponential time integration is presented. The time integration method is validated for different material behaviours (brittle, ductile and fatigued materials) against standard solvers like LSODA. In Section 4 we present computational results for a set of different test cases containing crack generation, including also comparisons with experimental data for some of the test problems. The paper closes with Section 5, where concluding remarks and an outlook to future research are given.
Mathematical model

Governing partial differential equations
A diffuse interface formulation for moving nonlinear solids of arbitrary geometry and at large strain is given by the following PDE system in Eulerian coordinates:
Throughout this paper we make use of the Einstein summation convention over repeated indices. Here (1a) is the evolution equation for the colour function α that is needed in the diffuse interface approach (DIM) as introduced in [99, 19] for the description of solids of arbitrary geometry; (1b) is the mass conservation law and ρ is the material density; (1c) is the momentum conservation law and v i is the velocity field; (1d) is the evolution equation for the distortion field A = A ik (basis triad); (1e) is the evolution equation for the specific thermal impulse J k constituting the heat conduction in the matter via a hyperbolic (non Fourier-type) model; (1f) is the evolution equation for the material damage parameter ξ ∈ [0, 1], where ξ = 0 indicates fully intact material and ξ = 1 fully damaged material. Finally, (1g) is the entropy inequality and (1h) is the energy conservation law. Other thermodynamic parameters are defined via the total energy potential E = E(ρ, S, v, A, J, ξ): Σ ik = −pδ ik +σ ik is the total stress tensor (δ ik is the Kronecker delta); p = ρ 2 E ρ is the contribution to the stress tensor due to volume deformations; σ ik = −ρA ji E A jk + ρJ i E J k is the contribution to the stress tensor due to shear and thermal stress, and T = E S is the temperature.
The dissipation in the medium includes two relaxation processes: the strain relaxation (or shear stress relaxation) characterized by the scalar function θ 1 (τ 1 ) > 0 depending on the relaxation time τ 1 and the heat flux relaxation characterized by θ 2 (τ 2 ) > 0, depending on the relaxation time τ 2 .
Further to the above evolution equations we need to add the governing PDE of the local Lamé parameters λ and µ, as well as the yield stress of the material Y 0 . For small deformations it is sufficient to assume them as constant in time, but for large deformations those parameters have to move with the local velocity field. The resulting PDEs for the material parameters therefore read:
If α = 1, then it can be immediately seen that the GPR model (1) is thermodynamically compatible as soon as the total energy is defined as a function of parameters of state [91, 57, 82, 39] , since it satisfies the first and second principle of thermodynamics, see (1h) and (1g), which are the total energy conservation law and the entropy inequality, respectively. Note that system (1) is overdetermined, that is the number of equations is one more than the number of unknown parameters of state. In fact, as is always the case for SHTC systems, the energy equation (1h) is a consequence of all other equations and we underline that in the numerical test cases presented in this paper, we solve the energy conservation law (1h) instead of the entropy inequality (1g). Furthermore, in order to close the system one must specify the total energy potential as a function of the other state variables, i.e. E = E(ρ, S, v, A, J, ξ). This potential then generates all terms in the fluxes and source terms by means of its partial derivatives with respect to the state variables. Therefore, as already discussed in [39] , the energy specification is the key step in the model formulation.
Here, we make the choice E = E 1 + E 2 + E 3 , decomposing the energy into a contribution from the microscale E 1 , the mesoscale E 2 and the macroscale E 3 . The individual contributions read as follows:
which is the equation of state (EOS) of the medium, where ρ 0 is the reference mass density and K = λ + 2 3 µ is the bulk modulus expressed in terms of the two Lamé constants λ and µ, c v is the heat capacity at constant volume, T 0 is the reference temperature. The mesoscale energy in our model reads as
where c s = µ ρ is the shear sound speed and c h is the speed of heat waves in the medium (also called the second sound [84] , or the speed of a phonon). For an alternative choice of E 2 with better mathematical properties, see [78] . Here, G = A T A is the metric (or Finger) tensor that describes the deformation of the matter and its trace-free part (deviator) is denoted byG = G − 1 3 tr(G)I, or, in tensor notation
Furthermore, the macro-scale energy is the classical kinetic energy and reads as
The determinant of A has to satisfy the algebraic constraint
Note that we define the energies E 1 , E 2 by (3), (4) in order to be able to reduce E 1 + E 2 in case of small deformations to the quadratic energy of small strain corresponding to Hooke's law and indeed a more complex nonlinear dependence of E 1 , E 2 on density and strain is allowable.
Constitutive relations for the damaged medium
In order to make the model (1) applicable to the description of the damage processes, it is necessary to define accordingly its material parameters and constitutive relations. Our approach is based on the mixture model proposed in [88] for the damage of an elastoplastic contimuum in case of small deformations and generalized later for the study of the structure of failure waves in the case of finite deformations in [92] . The idea of the mentioned approach is to consider a damaged material as a mixture of the intact and "fully damaged" materials. These two materials have their own material parameters and closing relations, such as functions characterizing the rate of shear stress relaxation. The transition from the intact material to the fully damaged material is governed by the damage parameter ξ ∈ [0, 1] satisfying the kinetic equation (1f) with source term depending on the state parameters of the medium (pressure, stress and temperature). Then, if to assume that in the case of small deformations the mixture parameters of state satisfy the simple mixture rules such as an additivity of small strain and continuity of stress field, one can derive the governing equations for the damaged medium considered as an elasto-plastic continuum with material parameters and closing relations depending on the damage parameter ξ. This mixture model of damaged medium allows one to describe a degradation of elastic moduli during the damage process and to fit experimental stress-strain diagrams depending on the strain rate.
Let us assume that the elastic moduli (Lamé constants) of the intact material λ 1 , µ 1 and of the fully damaged material λ 2 , µ 2 are known. Further, assume that the material parameters of both phases, corresponding to the heat transfer processes, such as heat capacity, thermal expansion coefficient and thermal conductivity coefficients are close to each other. The latter assumptions allow us to avoid an excessive complexity of the model. Thus, following [88] , one can define the elastic moduli in the equation of state of the damaged material as
where
It is easy to see that for the intact material (ξ = 0) we have the mixture moduli equal to the intact material ones: λ = λ 1 , µ = µ 1 , while for the fully damaged material (ξ = 1) we obtain λ = λ 2 , µ = µ 2 . The mixture-model averaging method of [88] applied to the definition of the rate of shear stress relaxation gives us the dependence of the shear stress relaxation time τ 1 on the damage parameter ξ as follows:
where τ I and τ D are shear stress relaxation times for the intact and fully damaged materials respectively, which are usually highly nonlinear functions of the parameters of state. The particular choice of τ I and τ D that is used in this paper reads as
where Y is the equivalent stress (e.g. the Von Mises stress), while τ I0 , α 1 , β 1 , τ D0 , α 2 , β 2 are constants.
The parameter θ governing the rate of damage is also a nonlinear function of the parameters of state and in our numerical examples we take it in the following form:
where ξ , Y 0 and Y 1 , a are constants. ξ is usually taken as 10 −16 in order to provide the growing of ξ with the initial data ξ = 0.
The derivative E ξ can be computed with the use of (3),(4), (8) and reads as
Discussion
The model of Section 2.1 generalizes the unified model of continuum mechanics presented in [82, 39] , taking into account also material damage processes and the possibility to simulate moving free surface problems via the use of a diffuse interface method (DIM) that simply employs a scalar colour function α in order to define where the solid is present (α = 1) and where it is not (α = 0), see [99] . The additional evolution equations for the material parameters (2) are added in order to capture correctly the motion of a continuum with heterogeneous material parameters undergoing large deformations. Note, that the governing equations for the heat transfer in the present model differ from that considered in [39] and are taken in the form originally proposed in [91] . The latter formulation of the heat transfer processes seems to be more natural, because it can be derived by the minimization of a Lagrangian and is in agreement with the Hamiltonian GENERIC formulation [83] , as all equations from the general SHTC class.
As is noted in Section 2.1, if α = 1 then the PDE system (1) is a hyperbolic thermodynamically compatible system and advanced high-order methods can be applied to solve these equations. Nevertheless, there are very stiff algebraic source terms in the equations for distortion, thermal impulse and damage parameter which create a significant difficulty for numerical computations. The exponential ODE integrator presented below helps to avoid problems related to the stiffness of the algebraic source terms in the governing PDE system and a series of numerical test problems has been solved successfully with the use of high order ADER-DG schemes with a posteriori subcell finite volume limiter method in conjunction with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR).
Another difficulty is an application of the model of damaged medium to the solution of real problems. It relates to the definition of the constitutive relations and, in particular, in the definition of the function θ characterizing the rate of change of the damage parameter, as well as the shear and heat flux relaxation parameters θ 1 , and θ 2 . On the one hand, the material constants in the equation of state of the intact elastic medium can in principle be found from experimental measurements, which means that the Lamé constants λ 1 , µ 1 and the heat capacity c v can be considered as known. On the other hand, there is no way to get the sample of the fully damaged medium which appeared as a result of the deformation of the medium, and hence there seems to be no possibility to obtain the material constants of the damaged material by direct measurements.
The description of the damaged material requires not only material constants in the equation of state, but also a constitutive relations for the shear stress relaxation time τ 1 and for the parameter θ governing the rate of the damage. All these characteristics of the medium can in principle be found with the use of experimental stress-strain diagrams, which are usually available from standard traction, torsion and compression experiments in solid mechanics. The method consists in doing a series of numerical computations and obtaining a set of stress-strain diagrams numerically, and then by variation of the material constants try to fit as much as possible the available experimental diagrams. Such a procedure was successfully used in the past for the closure of the nonlinear elastoplastic Godunov-Romenski model and the idea how to do this can be found in [57] . Recently this method has also been used for the closure of complex elastoplastic media with hardening, see [6] .
The dynamic behavior of damaged materials is very complex and depends on the type of the medium. The damage followed by fracture can be brittle, or brittle-ductile, which means that the stress-strain diagrams can be completely different for different materials. In Section 3.5.2 two typical examples of brittle and ductile material behavior are presented. In our model, these diagrams can also depend on the strain rate, which is also shown in the same section. In this paper we do not calibrate the model parameters explicitly for such a dependence, since there is no experimental data available. Nevertheless, the constitutive relations chosen in Section 2.2 and the set of material constants presented in the Section on numerical tests gives good results in all considered test problems.
Space-time adaptive ADER discontinuous Galerkin finite element schemes with a posteriori subcell finite volume limiter
The equations (1b)-(1h) of the GPR model described above can be written in the following general form of a nonlinear system of hyperbolic PDEs with non-conservative products and stiff source terms:
where Q = Q(x, t) is the state vector; x = (x, y, z) ∈ Ω ⊂ R d is the vector of spatial coordinates and Ω denotes the computational domain in d space dimensions; F(Q) = (f , g, h) is the nonlinear flux tensor that contains the conservative part of the PDE system and B(Q) · ∇Q is a genuinely non-conservative term. When written in quasilinear form, the system (13) becomes
where the matrix A(Q) = ∂F(Q)/∂Q + B(Q) includes both the Jacobian of the conservative flux, as well as the non-conservative product. The hyperbolicity of system (14) has been discussed in [82] . However, for the practical implementation of the numerical schemes used in this paper, the eigenvectors R n of the matrix A n = A(Q) · n (n is a unit-normal vector) will not be needed, even if they were in principle available.
The PDE system (13) is solved by resorting to a high order one-step ADER-FV and ADER-DG method [86, 31, 33] , which provides at the same time high order of accuracy in both space and time in one single step, hence completely avoiding the Runge-Kutta sub-stages that are typically used in Runge-Kutta DG and Runge-Kutta WENO schemes. The method will be presented in the unified framework of P N P M methods introduced in [31] , which contains both, DG schemes and FV schemes as special cases of a more general class of methods. For related work on P N P M schemes, the reader is referred to [71, 72] . The construction of fully-discrete high order one-step schemes is typical of the ADER approach [102, 101, 105] . In the following, we only summarize the main steps, while for more details the reader is referred to [31, 42, 61, 49, 5, 44, 112, 111, 19] .
Data representation and reconstruction
The computational domain Ω is discretized by a computational mesh that can be in structured or unstructured, composed of conforming elements denoted by T i , where the index i ranges from 1 to the total number of elements N E . We will further denote the volume (area) of an individual cell by |T i | = Ti dx. The discrete solution of PDE (13) is denoted by u h (x, t n ) and is represented by piecewise polynomials of maximum degree N ≥ 0. Within each cell T i we have
where we have introduced the classical Einstein summation convention over two repeated indices. The discrete solution u h (x, t n ) is defined in the space of piecewise polynomials up to degree N , spanned by a set of basis functions Φ l = Φ l (x). Throughout this paper we use a tensor-product nodal basis for quadrilateral and hexahedral elements. The nodal basis is given by the Lagrange interpolation polynomials passing through the Gauss-Legendre quadrature nodes on the unit element [0, 1] d , see [97] for details on multidimensional quadrature. The symbol N denotes the number of degrees of freedom per element and is given by N = (N + 1) d for quadrilateral / hexahedral Cartesian elements in d space dimensions. In the framework of P N P M methods, the discrete solution u h is now reconstructed in order to obtain for each element a piecewise polynomial w h (x, t) of degree M ≥ N , with a total number of M degrees of freedom. Details on the nonlinear WENO reconstruction and on the P N P M reconstruction can be found in [36, 37, 31] and are not repeated here. The number of degrees of freedom M is again M = (M + 1) d for tensor-product elements in d space dimensions, respectively. The reconstruction step is simply abbreviated by
, and the reconstruction polynomial w h (x, t) is written as
Note that for N = M the P N P M method reduces to a classical discontinuous Galerkin finite element scheme, with the reconstruction operator equal to the identity operator, R = I, or, equivalently, w h (x, t n ) = u h (x, t n ), while for the case N = 0 the method reduces to a standard high order WENO finite volume scheme, if a WENO reconstruction operator is adopted. For WENO schemes on structured meshes we have found that it is particularly convenient to adopt one-dimensional stencils, each composed by n e = M + 1 cells, which are subsequently oriented along each spatial direction. The resulting reconstruction is still multidimensional, but implemented with a dimension-by-dimension strategy. A complete description of this approach can be found in [43, 109, 19] , including also the necessary details for the employed adaptive mesh refinement.
In this paper, however, we will only use the two special limits of the general P N P M approach, i.e. either N = 0 (pure FV) or N = M (pure DG), where the finite volume scheme is used under the form of an a posteriori subcell finite volume limiter, see [44, 112] .
Local space-time predictor
The discrete solution w h (x, t n ) is now evolved in time according to an element-local weak formulation of the governing PDE in space-time, see [34, 31, 61, 42, 49, 5, 44, 112, 111, 19] . The local space-time Galerkin method is only used for the construction of an element-local predictor solution of the PDE in the small, hence neglecting the influence of neighbor elements. This predictor will subsequently be inserted into the corrector step described in the next section, which then provides the appropriate coupling between neighbor elements via a numerical flux function (Riemann solver) and a path-conservative jump term for the discretization of the non-conservative product. To simplify notation, we define
which denote the scalar products of two functions f and g over the space-time element T i × t n ; t n+1 and over the spatial element T i at time t, respectively. Within the local space-time predictor, the discrete solution of equation (13) is denoted by q h = q h (x, t). We then multiply (13) with a spacetime test function θ k = θ k (x, t) and subsequently integrate over the space-time control volume T i × t n ; t n+1 . Inserting q h , the following weak formulation of the PDE is obtained:
The discrete representation of q h in element T i × [t n , t n+1 ] is assumed to have the following form
where θ l (x, t) is a space-time basis function of maximum degree M . For the basis functions θ l we use a tensor-product of 1D nodal basis functions given by the Lagrange interpolation polynomials of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points for Cartesian tensor-product elements. After integration by parts in time of the first term, Eqn. (18) reads
Note that the high order polynomial reconstruction of the P N P M scheme w h (x, t n ) is taken into account in (20) in a weak sense by the term
. This corresponds to the choice of a numerical flux in time direction, which is nothing else than upwinding in time, according to the causality principle.
Note further that due to the DG approximation in space-time, we may have q h (x, t n ) = w h (x, t n ) in general, hence the choice of a numerical flux in time direction is necessary. Note further that in (20) we have not used integration by parts in space, nor any other coupling to spatial neighbor elements. The integrals appearing in the weak form (20) , as well as the space-time test and basis functions involved are conveniently written by making use of a space-time reference element T e × [0; 1]. The solution of (20) yields the unknown space-time degrees of freedomq n l,i for each space-time element T i ×[t n ; t n+1 ] and is easily achieved with a fast converging iterative scheme, see [31, 61, 42] for more details. In [65] it was proven that the resulting iteration matrix is nilpotent, which explains the convergence to the exact solution in a finite number of iterations for linear homogeneous systems already observed in [31] . In [19] a more general convergence proof of the space-time predictor based on fixed point arguments was given for nonlinear conservation laws. The above space-time Galerkin predictor has replaced the cumbersome Cauchy-Kovalewski procedure that has been initially employed in the original version of ADER finite volume and ADER discontinuous Galerkin schemes [94, 101, 105, 102, 38, 98, 37] . Note that very recently, a new reformulation of the ADER method has been proposed, where the reconstruction and time evolution steps are performed in terms of the vector of primitive variables V instead of using the vector Q of conserved quantities, see [110] and also [85] , for a similar approach in the context of Runge-Kutta WENO FV schemes.
Fully discrete one-step finite volume and discontinuous Galerkin schemes
At the aid of the local space-time predictor q h , a fully discrete one-step P N P M scheme can now be simply obtained by multiplication of the governing PDE system (13) by test functions Φ k from the space of piecewise polynomials up to degree N , which are identical with the spatial basis functions of the original data representation before reconstruction, and subsequent integration over the space-time control volume T i ×[t n ; t n+1 ]. Due to the presence of non-conservative products, the jumps of q h across element boundaries are taken into account in the framework of path-conservative schemes put forward by Castro and Parés in the finite volume context [21, 80] and subsequently extended to DG schemes in [89] and [33, 35] , where also a generalization to the unified P N P M framework has been provided. All these approaches are based on the theory of Dal Maso, Le Floch and Murat [73] , which gives a definition of weak solutions in the context of non-conservative hyperbolic PDE. For open problems concerning path-conservative schemes, the reader is referred to [2, 22] .
If n is the outward pointing unit normal vector on the surface ∂T i of element T i and the pathconservative jump term in normal direction is denoted by
which is a function of the left and right boundary-extrapolated data, q − h and q + h , respectively, then we obtain the following path-conservative one-step P N P M scheme, see [33] :
The element mass matrix appears in the first integral of (21), the second term accounts for the jump in the discrete solution at element boundaries and the third term takes into account the smooth part of the non-conservative product. For general complex nonlinear hyperbolic PDE systems we use the simple Rusanov method [93] (also called the local Lax Friedrichs method), although any other kind of Riemann solver could be also used, see [103] for an overview of state-of-the-art Riemann solvers. In these regards, we would also like to point out the new general reformulation of the HLLEM Riemann solver of Einfeldt and Munz [45, 46] , within the setting of path-conservative schemes recently forwarded in [32] , as well as the family of MUSTA schemes, which has been applied to the equations of nonlinear elasticity in [100] .
The extension of the Rusanov flux to the path-conservative framework requires the introduction of an additional nonconservative jump term and reads
with the maximum signal speed at the element interface s max = max Λ(q + h ) , Λ(q − h ) and the matrixB · n given by the following path-integral along a straight line segment path ψ:
According to the suggestions made in [33, 35, 40, 20, 41] , the path-integrals can be conveniently evaluated numerically by the use of a classical Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula on the unit interval [0; 1]. For an alternative choice of the path, see [76, 77] .
This completes the brief description of the P N P M scheme used for the discretization of the governing PDE system (13) .
In the case of ADER finite volume schemes, we simply have N = 0, N = 1, Φ k = 1, and the limiter is directly incorporated in the nonlinear reconstruction operator w h (x, t n ) = R (u h (x, t n )). For ADER discontinuous Galerkin finite element schemes (N = M , Φ k = Ψ k ) a new family of a posteriori sub-cell finite volume limiters has been forwarded in [44, 112, 111] and is employed throughout this work. In particular, in this paper the subcell finite volume limiter employs simple piecewise linear reconstruction based on the minmod slope limiter. For alternative finite volume subcell limiters in the context of DG schemes, see the work of Sonntag & Munz [95] and Meister & Ortleb [74] . For details on the adaptive mesh refinement strategy used in this paper, the reader is referred to [43, 112, 111, 18, 107] .
Treatment of stiff source terms via exponential time integration
Due to the strong nonlinearities present in the reaction-like kinetics characterising the evolution of the material damage parameter ξ, a special treatment of the stiff source term is required. Note that the exponential time integration method described in this section is applied only within the subcell finite volume limiter scheme.
Specifically, the rupture process develops at time scales that are much quicker than what given by the CFL condition for elastic waves in the intact medium and thus the effects of the source terms might compromise the stability of the simulations.
In order to solve the issue, we make use of a split treatment of the source, that is, at each timestep we solve the governing equations neglecting the source terms for strain relaxation and rupture dynamics, obtaining a preliminary solution, to be used in a second step as initial condition for a Cauchy problem constructed by neglecting all the differential terms appearing in the PDE system, except for time derivatives. Then one can evolve in time the pointwise preliminary solution by solving such initial value problem between the current time level and the following one.
Unfortunately, the integration of the ordinary differential equations arising from the split treatment of the algebraic source term cannot be tackled by under-resolving the sub-timestep evolution of the damage parameter ξ and the distortion matrix A with a simple implicit Euler scheme. Instead we decided to employ an efficient exponential integration technique that is not only more robust, but also more accurate.
In the following we present the procedure for applying the exponential integrator to a general first order system of ordinary differential equations like
for which we write a linearisation about a given state Q * and time t * as
In this work, the vector Q will have ten components, the first being the material damage variable ξ, followed by the nine entries of the distortion matrix A. One then defines the Jacobian matrix of the source J * = J(Q * , t * ) = ∂S/∂Q and in the same way the source vector evaluated at the linearisation state is B * = S(Q * , t * ). Furthermore, we introduce the vector
which will be used as an indicator for the adaptive timestepping scheme. This vector may be composed for example by the the entries of the matrix J * , together with all the elements of the vector B * and the state Q * . A simpler general choice might be using only the state vector, but we recommend that some relevant combination of the listed variables be included, to indicate changes in the nature or in the magnitude of the linearised source operator. For the tests presented in this work the vector of indicator variables is comprised simply of the linearisation state Q * and of two characteristic relaxation times for the damage parameter equation and for the strain relaxation equation. It is then necessary to compute an exact analytical solution of the linear nonhomogeneous Cauchy problem
and in the general case, one can use the algorithms of Higham [62] and Al-Mohy and Higham [3, 4] for a robust evaluation of matrix exponentials needed for such computations. More notes on the solution of (27) will be given in Section 3.5.1. We will set Q e (t; S * , t n , Q n ) to denote the analytical solution of (27) , and, as for S * (Q; Q * , t * ), the semicolon will separate the variable on which Q e and S * depend continuously (t or Q) from the fixed parameters used to build the operators. The state vector at timestep t n is Q n , and the variable timestep size is ∆t n = t n+1 − t n .
Timestepping
Marching from a start time t 0 to an end time t end is carried out as follows. First, an initial timestep size ∆t 0 is chosen; then, at each timestep, the state Q n+1 at the new time level t n+1 can be computed by means of an iterative procedure which will terminate by yielding a value for Q n+1 , as well as a new timestep size ∆t n+1 = t n+2 − t n+1 based on an estimator embedded in the iterative solution algorithm. There is also the possibility that, due to the timestep size ∆t being too large, the value of Q n+1 be flagged as not acceptable. In this case the procedure returns a reduced timestep size for the current timestep ∆t n = t n+1 − t n and the solution for Q n+1 will be attempted again using this reduced timestep size. Specifically, in practice we set the new value of ∆t n to be half of the one used in the previous attempt.
Iterative computation of the solution during one timestep
At each iteration of index k an average state vector is computed as
and this midpoint state is formally associated with an intermediate time level
For the first iteration we provide a guess value for Q * k−1 n+1 , with the simplest choice being given by Q * k−1 n+1 = Q n . Then the coefficients C * k n+1/2 are computed as
and concurrently (that is, within the same code block), one can build the affine source operator
then one has to find the solution of the initial value problem for the linearised equations
yielding the updated state vector for the next iteration
It is then checked that the state vector Q * k n+1 be physically admissible: in our case this means verifying that the damage parameter is in the unit interval, i.e. ξ ∈ [0, 1]. Also, one can check that floating-point exceptions be absent. Additionally, one must evaluate
this vector of coefficients will not be employed for the construction of an affine source operator S * k n+1 , but only for checking the validity of the solution obtained from (32) , by comparing the coefficients vector C * k n+1 to C * n , as well as comparing the coefficients C * k n+1/2 used in the middlepoint affine operator for the initial coefficients C * n . At the end of the iterative procedure, one will set C * n+1 = C * k n+1 , so that this can be reused as the new reference vector of coefficients for the next timestep.
The convergence criterion for stopping the iterative computation is implemented by evaluating
and checking whether r ≤ r max , with r max and r given tolerances, or alternatively when the iteration count k has reached a fixed maximum value k max . Moreover, we found convenient to limit the maximum number of iterations allowed, and specifically we set k max = 8, or alternatively one can decide to use k max = 3 and flag the state vector Q * k n+1 as not admissible, as if a floatingpoint exception had been triggered, whenever the iterative procedure terminates by reaching the maximum iteration count. When convergence is finally obtained, in order to test if the Cauchy problem      dQ dt = S(Q, t),
is well approximated by its linearised version (32), we compute two error metrics
and we verify if
Note that one should specify a tolerance δ max for (39) and a floor value δ , which is used in order to prevent that excessive precision requirements be imposed in those situations when all the coefficients are so small than even large relative variations expressed by Equations (37) and (38) do not affect the solution in a significant manner. If δ ≤ δ max , then the state vector at the new time level is set to be Q n+1 = Q * k n+1 and a new timestep size can be computed as
otherwise a new attempt at the solution of (36) is carried out, with a halved timestep size. The same will happens in case at any time the admissibility test on Q * k n+1 fails. The resulting ODE integrator is second order accurate, that is, the error in the solution decreases quadratically with the number of timesteps employed, and, thanks to the piecewiseexponential ansatz, yields by construction very good results compared to a standard second order pieciewise linear evolution of the state vector, especially in the integration steps in which the equations are only weakly nonlinear, i.e. away from rupture faults and cracks.
Solution of the linearised problem
If the system of linearised equations is large, it might be infeasible to explicitly write a closed form expression for the solution of the linearised initial value problem (27) , which can be written compactly as
but the evaluation of the matrix exponential and the computation of the inverse Jacobian (J * ) −1
in general need to be carried out numerically, and in particular the inversion of J * may constitute an ill-conditioned problem. Specifically, the timescale associated with strain relaxation can be significantly different from the reaction speed of material failure. This issue can be treated by detecting those rows of the Jacobian that have much smaller entries than a given global scale for the full system and removing them from the matrix, then inverting a reduced system of equations with better conditioning. An alternative approach, used in this work, consists in constructing an approximate linearisation of the source Jacobian so that it is structured in two independent blocks. One is a scalar equation for ξ obtained by suppressing all the off-diagonal entries of J * . The other, analogously, can be obtained from removing all dependencies on the damage parameter of the strain-relaxation subsystem. This way, one can compute the analytical solution for the two subsystems separately, and since the two blocks are built so that they are independent on each other, these will constitute an approximate Figure 1 : Structure of the two-block split (material failure and strain relaxation) of the source Jacobian (on the left) and of the four-block split (material failure and three small submatrices for strain relaxation) of the system (on the right). solution of (27) . Moreover, being the fracture kinetics subsystem composed of a single scalar equation, the evaluation of the analytical solution can use the standard scalar exponential and division operations, instead of the more delicate procedures for computing matrix exponentials and especially inverting matrices. As an added benefit, if one approximates the relaxation timescale τ m with a constant value (to be recomputed iteratively), the Jacobian for the strain relaxation subsystem can be evaluated analytically in a very efficient manner, without resorting to numerical differentiation.
In some particular cases, another approximation step can be taken: whenever the off diagonal entries of the distortion matrix are small in comparison to the diagonal ones, many of the entries of the the strain-relaxation source Jacobian become negligible and one can exploit the sparsity of the strain-relaxation Jacobian matrix to further split it into three blocks. In detail, we take the material-damage/strain-relaxation source vector
and rearrange it as four independent sources
Then of each one of the sources we compute the Jacobian with respect to only the variables in the corresponding block, that is, for example S b will be differentiated only with respect to the diagonal components of A and all off-diagonal-block contributions to the global Jacobian like ∂S A11 /∂A 12 will be assumed null. This approximation is justified (under the assumption that offdiagonal components of A be small) for all off-diagonal-block derivatives except for ∂S A13 /∂A 31 and ∂S A31 /∂A 13 , which maintain a large magnitude even when A is almost diagonal. These elements can be suppressed regardless, as we already do for all the derivatives like ∂S ξ /∂A ij and ∂S Aij /∂ξ, relying on the adaptive timestepping method and on the iterative relinearisation for the task of reintroducing the lost coupling terms. A visual representation of the two-block split (material failure and strain relaxation) and the four-block split (material failure and three small submatrices for strain relaxation) of the source Jacobian is given in Figure 1 .
Examples, validation against LSODA and comparison with the implicit Euler scheme
Here we validate our exponential time integrator against available standard software for the numerical integration of stiff ODE. In particular, we compare against the community standard LSODA/ODEPACK, see [63, 64] . We also compare our exponential time integrator against a simple implicit Euler time integration scheme, showing clearly that implicit Euler time stepping, even with very fine substeps, can lead to significantly inaccurate results.
The benchmark consists in computing the stress-strain diagram for a given choice of spatially homogeneous material parameters: we distort, with constant strain rate˙ , a homogeneous sample of material, which is initially unstressed (A = I) and undamaged (ξ = 0). The governing PDE system (1d) therefore reduces to a simple ODE system. The strain rate tensor will have the forṁ
and the resulting governing ODE system for the dynamics reads
Brittle and ductile material behavior. The aim of this test is not only the validation of the new ODE solver with exponential time integration, but also the capability of the GPR model with material failure to describe completely different material behavior with one and the same set of governing equations, just changing the model parameters appropriately. In particular, the proposed model is able to reproduce brittle material as well as ductile material behavior. We set the strain rate to˙ 11 (t) = −0.001 s −1 and compute the solution until a fixed end time t end = 20 s, first with the new exponential integrator with adaptive timestepping, and then with the scipy.integrate.solve ivp Python library routine, which contains a wrapper to the popular LSODA/ODEPACK Fortran code [64] . Furthermore, we also show the solution obtained by integrating the governing ODE in 10 4 uniform timesteps with the implicit Euler scheme.
In Figure 2 we plot the von Mises stress Y = 1 2 tr(devσ devσ) against time, together with the time evolution of the damage parameter ξ. In a first run (first column of Figure 2 ) the material parameters are chosen so that the material exhibits a characteristically brittle behavior (like ceramics or glass), with linear elastic deformation until the failure point (clearly marked by the jump in the damage parameter ξ), while a second run is carried out with ductile material (like for example most metals). In this latter case (second column of Figure 2 The results from the exponential integrator are in perfect agreement with the LSODA reference solution, while it is apparent that 10 4 timesteps with the implicit Euler method are not sufficient for adequately capturing the sudden onset of material failure.
Rate-dependent behavior and material fatigue.
In this test we want to show that our model is a so-called rate-dependent model, that is, the maximum stress that can be sustained by the material before the failure point is reached, can vary as a function of the speed of deformation, i.e. the strain rate. It is quite common for example that impacts or explosions allow a given material to achieve a higher equivalent stress than slow (quasi-static) loads, before total breakdown.
To show that effects of this type can be reproduced by our model, we repeat the previous test on the ductile material, but by varying the strain rate from˙ 11 (t) = −0.001 s −1 to˙ 11 (t) = −0.002 s −1 and˙ 11 (t) = −0.004 s −1 , reaching higher maximum equivalent stress states as strain is applied faster. This is shown in Figure 3 , where we also report the time evolution of the damage parameter ξ, with logarithmic scaling, in order to highlight that very small deviations of this variable from the perfectly intact state (of the order of 10 −15 to 10 −5 ) can indicate the difference between the Hookian elastic response and the plastic regime.
Finally, we want to show that the proposed model can also describe fatigue effects by allowing the material to retain memory of previous stress states. In fact, thermodynamical consistency prescribes that the source term associated with the damage parameter always be positive (or possibly vanishing), this means that any stress applied to the material will ever so slightly damage it and eventually cause a deterioration of its mechanical properties. The extremely nonlinear response to different intensity levels of the stress norm determines that appropriate choices of parameters can describe materials with very late onset of fatigue effects, as well as properly governing the deterioration process following a certain level of exposure to cyclic stress.
For this test we employ an elasto-plastic material characterized by the following choice of parameters: ρ 0 = 3000 kg m −1 , µ 1 = 30 GPa, µ 2 = 33 MPa, λ 1 = λ 2 = 60 GPa, τ I0 = 2 × 10 5 s, τ D0 = 2 × 10 3 s, θ 0 = 1, a = 1, Y 0 = 8 TPa, Y 1 = 8 TPa, α 1 = 0, α 2 = 0, β 1 = 3 × 10 −8 Pa −1 , Figure 2 : Stress-strain diagrams (top row) and time evolution of the damage parameter ξ (bottom row) for an example material characterized by brittle failure (left column) and for a material with ductile failure mode (right column). We show that the solution obtained from the proposed exponential integration method matches the reference given by the LSODA library, while integration with the simple implicit Euler method can yield inaccurate solutions even with very small timesteps. β 2 = 0 Pa −1 . We setup a series of computations by first subjecting the material to a low intensity cyclic stress (about 20% of the limit for the elastic regime), determined by a variable strain rate of the form˙ 11 (t) = −0.001 sin (2 π t) s −1 , and then measuring the residual strength of the material by means of a quasi-static destructive test as those shown in Figures 2 and 3 . A plot of the material distortion caused by this type of forcing (low intensity periodic deformations followed by a destructive test) is shown in Figure 4 , together with the numerical stress-strain diagram of an initially intact sample under slow (quasi-static) loading. The main result of this benchmark is the so-called Wöhler diagram: for this purpose, in the top left panel of Figure 4 we show a bilogarithmic plot of the material strength as a function of the number of applied cycles. The Wöhler diagram obtained in our simulations shows the same qualitative behaviour as those obtained in experiments for real materials, with the classical division into three different regimes: short, intermediate and long-term durability. Our numerical results illustrate that the test material shows no signs of weakening at a low number of load cycles (up to about 1000). For more load cycles, one can note the typical decay of the material resistance, while for a very large number of cycles the the long-time durability limit is reached, which, however, still shows a small but steady degradation, as it is commonly found in aluminum-alloys. In order to give the reader a more detailed insight about how fatigue is accounted for in our model, we also show the temporal evolution of the damage parameter ξ (bottom right panel) for three of the tests (one at N = 1000 elastic cycles, one at N = 5000 cycles, one at N = 10000 cycles), showing that the accumulation of fatigue effects is well captured by the exponential growth of the damage parameter.
At this point we would like to emphasize that the addition of the thermodynamically compatible evolution equation (1f) of a simple scalar ξ to the GPR model [82, 39] is enough to model such a complex behaviour as material fatigue. 
Numerical results
Stiff inclusion test case
The first test that we show here was originally proposed by LeVeque [69] in Chapter 22.7 for linear elasticity. The test consists in a p-wave that travels through a heterogeneous medium. In the original test, an outer solid medium Ω out = [−1, 1] × [−0.5, 0.5] contains another stiff material placed in Ω in = [−0.5, 0.5] × [−0.1, 0.1] with free surface boundary conditions on the top and bottom boundaries. The Lamé parameters for the two materials are (λ, µ, ρ) out = (2, 1, 1) and (λ, µ, ρ) out = (200, 100, 1) so that the resulting p-and s-waves in the stiffer material are 10 times larger than in the other material. The initial condition for the travelling p-wave is given by
where σ = (σ xx , σ yy , σ zz , σ xy , σ yz , σ xz ), R σ = (4, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0), R v = (−2, 0, 0), x 0 = −0.8 and δ = 0.01 represents a p-wave of Gaussian shape travelling in the x-direction. Since the test regards a linear elastic medium, we chose = 10 −4 in order to have small deformations and negligible contributions from the nonlinear convective part. The initial condition for the matrix A is obtained by fixing a direction angle θ = 0 and then use the procedure A = A(σ, θ) as described in Appendix A. The thermal impulse is set to J = 0 and furthermore in this test we set c h = 0. Finally the free surface boundary conditions are obtained by enlarging the computational domain to Ω = [−1.0, 1.0] × [−0.52, 0.52] and then use the diffuse interface parameter α in order to identify the location of the solid medium, i.e. setting α = 1 for x ∈ Ω out and α = 0 elsewhere. In order to prevent spontaneous ruptures, both materials are assumed to be unbreakable, i.e. the yield stress is set to the very large value Y 0 = 10 22 Pa. The domain is covered using I M AX = 100 and J M AX = 52 elements and we use fourth order polynomials N = M = 4 in space and time.
The inclusion of the constraint ρ/ρ 0 = |A| is crucial in order to obtain a solution due to the heterogeneity of the medium.
The resulting profile of the diffuse interface α is reported in Fig. 5 , while the time evolution of the stress component σ xx is reported in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 one clearly can observe the influence of the free surface in the propagation of the p-wave, before it hits the stiff inclusion. Note that in our diffuse interface approach, the free surface boundary condition is fully taken into account by the governing PDE system and the scalar volume fraction function α. No explicit boundary conditions need to be applied, see also [99] . Then the pattern generated after the hit with the stiff material results very similar to the one obtained in [68] with an ADER-DG scheme of fourth order of accuracy on a boundary-fitted mesh of 4 · 200 × 100 triangular elements. 
Fracture generation after high speed impact of a copper plate onto a pyrex glass
Here we want to study the wave and rupture propagation driven by the impact of a flying copper plate that impacts on a Pyrex glass brick, following the setup proposed in [88] . We consider first a 1D impact problem of a copper plate onto a pyrex glass. A sketch of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 7 . As discussed in [88] , a proper equivalent stress Y has to include both shear and pressure contributions. For this numerical experiment we use the following linear definition of the equivalent stress:
where A = 0.9 and B = 0.05. As numerical parameters we take a computational domain Ω = [−0.001, 0.021]×[−0.001, 0.001] covered with I M AX = 108 and J M AX = 8, N = M = 3 and periodic boundaries in the y-direction. We use a multi-material approach where the mechanical properties inside the domain are set as unstressed Pyrex, while copper is located at the left boundary (see Table 1 for material parameters), where also an impact velocity v B is assumed. For this test we use two different impact velocities of v 1 = 250 m/s and v 2 = 530 m/s, as done in the experimental setup, see [17] . We take the time series of the stress, computed as σ = |σ xx |, in x = 2.5 mm. The comparison between numerical and experimental stress, properly shifted according to the p−wave velocity, is reported in Figure 8 . Note here that the use of multi-material is crucial in order to obtain the proper velocity inside the target object. The resulting penetration velocity for the two cases are, respectively v p,1 ≈ 426 m/s and v p,1 ≈ 187 m/s and strictly depend on the mechanical properties of the bullet. We now move to a two dimensional experiment where a hemispherical projectile hits a Pyrex glass block. According to [88] we need to generalize the equivalent stress definition as follows The hemispherical projectile is represented through time dependent boundary conditions. The impact velocity is set as v = 536 m/s, while the penetration velocity, that here changes the impact area, is extrapolated from [88] where also the bullet dynamics was considered. The resulting evolution of the damaged front is compared with the experimental pictures taken by Bourne in 1997, see [16] , is reported in Figure 9 . The damage front propagation is close to the one obtained in the experiments and is slower than the elastic precursor wave as shown in Figure 10 . The evolution of the damage parameter ξ is presented in Figure 10 , showing the evolution of the fracture wave in the Pyrex block. Furthermore, secondary cracks can be observed in Figure 9 , similarly to the one obtained in [88] . The time evolution of the bullet penetration is reported in Fig. 11 where the rupture front is also depicted. Note that the damage parameter ξ is transported during the bullet impact (blue area) and no rupture in the copper is observed due to the strongest material properties. We can finally observe how for long times the shape of the rupture is different in the numerical case and is more close to the case of a flat-nose rod, see again [88] . Nevertheless, the experimentally observed propagation velocity of the rupture front is very well reproduced in our numerical simulations.
Fracture generation in a piece of pre-damaged rock
In order to show the applicability of our new algorithm to realistic experiments that are frequently carried out in civil engineering and in geophysics, we consider the crack propagation in a pre-damaged rock-like disc. The disc is described with the moving diffuse interface approach represented by α. We impose a velocity pointing inside the disc on the upper and bottom boundary. We take Ω = [−1. mesh, the boundary impulse and the distribution of the color function α of the diffuse interface method are depicted in Fig. 12 . The material properties are those associated to CONCRETE 1 in Table 1 . For the equivalent stress we take a combination of shear stress and pressure defined as
where A = 1.1, B = 4.0 and = 10 −3 Y 0 . The resulting evolution of the rupture is shown in Fig.  13 . The main rupture propagates starting from the corners of the pre-damaged zone, following the experimental results very closely to the top and bottom of the disc. In agreement with the experimental observations, we have also a damaged zone due to shear on the upper and lower part of the disc, while the rupture inside is driven by traction.
Out of plane rupture with secondary and tertiary crack generation
Here we consider the generation and propagation of a crack in a two dimensional domain Ω = [−5000, 5000] × [−7500, 7500]. The material is pre-damaged on the line |x| < 1000, |y| < 66, which is mesh aligned and that is loaded with an initial stress of σ yy = −120 MPa and σ xy = Figure 10 : Two dimensional crack propagation and wave pattern at times t = 0.5, 1.5 and 3.8 µs. Figure 11 : Penetration pattern of the unbreakable copper (blue zone) in the Pyrex material (red zone) at times t = 0.5, 1.5 and 3.8 µs. The evolution of the rupture front is also reported (shadow zone) and shows the transport of the rupture parameter according to the bullet penetration. 70 MPa. Here we simply use the von Mises stress for the definition of the equivalent stress. The considered material is ROCK 1 (see Table 1 for the defining parameters). In the numerical simulation we consider two AMR refinement levels that are activated dynamically according to the rupture propagation and that are needed to capture the small-scale structures that appear during the dynamic rupture process. We use a polynomial approximation degree of N = M = 3 and on the coarsest level we consider two different meshes, a coarse one with I M AX = 30, J M AX = 24 and a finer one with twice the resolution in each space dimension. The subcell FV limiter is activated according to [44] , as using an additional physical detection criterion based on the ratio of the von Mises stress and the yield stress of the material. A comparison between the crack propagation using the coarse and the fine mesh at time t = 5.0 s is reported in Figure 14 . Here we can observe how the Figure 12 : Representation of the disc in the diffuse interface approach via the solid volume fraction. The darkest area shows the pre-damaged zone.
direction of the main crack is the same for both grid resolutions, while with higher resolution we generate also several secondary and tertiary cracks that bifurcate from the main one. This is the expected behaviour due to the better resolution of shear bands forming. In this test one secondary crack prevents energy accumulation close to the corner points, see top right panel in Figure 14 .
In order to show the effect of heterogeneous materials in the crack propagation we consider the same domain using I M AX = 64, J M AX = 100 elements with one AMR refinement level and two different materials, namely ROCK 1 and ROCK 3, that are characterized by a different yield stress. The resulting time evolution of crack lines at times t = [0.5, 0.9, 5.0] are reported in Figure  15 , where also the horizontal velocity component is depicted. We can note how the presence of the second material, whose interface is represented by the black line in 15, breaks the symmetry of the rupture propagation that is decelerated in the ROCK 3. Furthermore, the secondary cracks seem to naturally align with the interface between the two materials. Finally, the thermal trace is reported in 16 and shows the energy that is converted into thermal energy due to friction and localized on the sliding lines. 
Double coin crack in three space dimensions
We can obviously apply the same algorithm also in three space dimensions. Also in this case we take advantage of dynamic adaptive mesh refinement and the a posteriori subcell FV limiter. The setup of the test is the same as in the previous section, but on a three dimensional domain Ω = [−5, 5] km × [−5, 5] km × [−2.5, 2.5] km covered with (I, J, K) M AX = (40, 40, 20) with one AMR level and polynomial approximation degree N = M = 2. We impose an initial load of σ yy = −120 MPa and σ xy = 70 MPa and we pre-damage a zone of 33 3 m 3 in the origin characterized by ξ = 0.5. The material properties are those associated to a weaker version of ROCK 1, where Y 0 = 1.75 GPa. The rupture propagation at times t = [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8] is shown in Fig. 17 and shows initially the formation of two planes aligned with the main eigenvectors of the initial stress. Then we can observe also in this test that some three-dimensional bifurcations start.
Dynamic rupture in complex geometry
As a last showcase, in this section we combine dynamic rupture as nonlinear coupling of fracture and wave propagation in complex geometry in 2D and 3D. The computational domain is taken as Ω = [−8000, 8000] 2 and I M AX = J M AX = 25 and N = M = 3. Two AMR refinement levels are allowed. As initial condition we set a p-wave traveling in the y-direction, namely
where R σ = (λ, λ + 2µ, λ, 0, 0, 0), x 0 = −4000, δ = 1000.0 and = 1.79 · 10 8 /2µ. The material is assumed to be ROCK 1, with an equivalent stress simply defined through the von Mises stress. The complex geometry of the free surface of the solid material is described by the following profile:
The diffuse interface function α is then assumed to be α = 1 below the surface (y < y s ) and α = 0 above, i.e. y > y s . The step function in α is then appropriately smoothed with a characteristic smoothing length of d = 300, see [99] for details. Finally, we set ξ = 1 in a point placed in (x, y) = (3000, −2000) and on a line with inclination θ = π/4 and horizontal length of 2000 √ 2. In Figure 18 we report the evolution of the traveling p-wave in terms of equivalent stress (right column) and horizontal velocity (left column). We note how the crack generates and propagates away from the pre-damaged point in a similar way as observed in section 4.5. On the damaged line we see the dislocation through velocity gradients and some bifurcation effects on the main crack line.
We now perform a similar test in three-space dimensions.
Here Ω = [−8000, 8000] 3 covered with an initial regular mesh of size I M AX = J M AX = K M AX = 25 and N = M = 2, then, one level of AMR refinement is allowed. For the definition of the complex geometry we extract a zone of size (16 km) 3 from real DTM data centered in UTM coordinate x = Figure 15 : Evolution of the out of plane rupture in a heterogeneous material at times t = [0.5, 0.9, 5.0]. The separation line is reported and the two material are characterized by different critical stress Y 0 , i.e. Y 0 = 180 MPa and Y 0 = 240 MPa respectively for the first and the second material. Super shear can be observed in the right crack propagation while crack tends naturally to propagate parallel to the separation line of the two materials [4456.397222711, 2596.544914552] km, which is within the Trentino-Südtirol region in Northern Italy. As material we consider a weaker version of ROCK 1, where Y 0 = 1.75 GPa. The predamaged fault line is then extended in the z− direction for a total size of 2 km. The time evolution of the p-wave, hitting first the pre-damaged zone and then the complex geometry is reported in Figure 19 . The dynamic stresses transferred by the propagating waves cause complex crack propagation across the predefined weak fault zone. In Figure 20 we report the iso-lines of the horizontal velocity component u on the complex geometry. We underline here that the u component is generated due to the complex topology and underground structure. Finally we report the profile α = 0.5 at position {z ≈ 4300} before and after the impact in Figure 21 , where we can observe a small displacement. As already observed in [99] , this is possible because according to Eqn. (1a), the material parameters and the solid volume fraction function are free to move according to the local velocity field. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have extended the Godunov-Peshkov-Romenski (GPR) model of continuum mechanics in Eulerian coordinates [54, 91, 82, 39] by an additional dynamic process that describes material failure. More precisely, the extension consists in the addition of a scalar material damage parameter ξ ∈ [0, 1], where ξ = 0 indicates the fully intact material and ξ = 1 denotes the fully damaged material. The parameter is governed by an advection-reaction equation, with a highly nonlinear reaction source term that is to a certain extent similar to the reaction source terms that are used to describe reaction kinetics in chemistry. In the present model, the reaction source term depends essentially on the ratio of the equivalent stress (e.g. the von Mises stress) to the yield stress. The underlying ideas go back to previous work of Resnyansky et al. and Romenski [88, 92] , but in the present paper the GPR model with material damage has for the first time solved with high order schemes on space-time adaptive AMR meshes and has furthermore been combined with the diffuse interface approach introduced in [99, 19] , which allows an easy description of moving elastic bodies on space-time adaptive Cartesian meshes simply via the evolution of an additional scalar solid volume fraction function. The reaction source terms in the governing equation for the damage parameter are extremely stiff, and can in general not be properly integrated in time Figure 17 : Resulting rupture front for the 3D out of plane rupture colored using the horizontal velocity u. Figure 18 : P-wave hitting a complex geometry with free crack generation at times, from top to bottom, t = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 s. In the left column we report the velocity component u that is only generated due to sliding and complex geometry, in the right column we report the equivalent stress value that depict the traveling p-wave and the interaction with the underground structure. the beginning of the impact t = 1.0 (left) and after the impact at t = 1.4 (right). We underline that the component u is generated only by sliding and complex geometry shape as for the 2D case. via a simple implicit Euler method. For this purpose, in this paper we rely on simple operator splitting, combined with a very efficient and accurate exponential time integrator. The proposed time integrator has been carefully validated against standard software packages for stiff ODE.
Via numerical experiments we have shown that the proposed mathematical model is able to describe brittle material as well as ductile material if the model parameters are properly chosen. The model is also able to produce rate-dependent stress-strain diagrams, and also contains all the necessary ingredients to describe the phenomenon of material fatigue. To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first time that fatigue has been studies in the context of the GPR model of continuum mechanics.
We have shown numerical results for some test problems with material failure, for which experimental reference data were available. Last but not least, we have also provided a first simplified proof of concept that the computational approach proposed in this paper can at least in principle be also used in the context of describing nonlinear seismic wave propagation and subsequent dynamic rupture processes in complex 3D geometries at a regional scale.
In the future we plan to use the methodology developed in this paper more extensively for the numerical simulation of nonlinear wave propagation and dynamic rupture processes in computational seismology.
